
The #1 Commercial Lines Platform for Commercial & Scheme Brokers

Pioneers at the outset of E-Trading for General Insurance, for 
over 20 years IS2 have been providing ground-breaking 
technology platforms to brokers, which through automation 
streamline the distribution and administration of commercial 
lines products.

TheThe many years of experience we have is evident in the 
powerful solutions we provide, but unlike some legacy 
solutions our technology platform has evolved through 
constant R&D, to what is the most technically advanced, open 
and feature rich solution available today.

ThisThis has proved incentive enough for household names 
in the industry to switch from outdated incumbent 
providers.

Atlas enables even the most complex commercial lines 
products to be sold and administered through completely 
automated online channels, directly and or through your 
partners. Atlas can be implemented in a B2C or B2B context, 
direct or through aliates and agents, retail and or wholesale

OurOur customers are typically seeking to improve and increase 
distribution, reduce costly administration and are seeking 
dierentiation from competition. Atlas is not rigid and can 
incorporate your specific workflows, strengths and 
requirements, without protracted timelines or costs.

WWe are very used to aggressive time frames and budgets; we 
pride ourselves on our fast response and flexibility. We have no 
transactions fees or per seat billing and can oer a phased 
implementation roadmap. 

If you are frustrated with spiralling costs, delays, slow response times and legacy system restrictions, then we can help. 
Please get in touch and give us the chance to demonstrate what we could do for you. 

Given the opportunity, we will not let you down.



The IS2 Atlas commercial lines platform is a modern multi-tenanted microservices API 
based scalable architecture, running in Kubernetes with an Istio service mesh for internal 
communications. The cutting-edge technical solution exposes a full API which is used by 
the quote and buy channels, back-oce administration systems and external integrators.

The platform is engineered using C# and .NETCORE framework. With a Razor MVC User 
Interface and Azure SQL database. This containerised solution can be hosted on cloud 
platforms such as Microsoft Azure, Amazon AWS or Google GCP.

Atlas PlAtlas Platform
•  Quote & buy, including niche schemes and complex commercial combined

•  Comprehensive full product lifecycle self-service for customers, including 
       adjustments, renewals and claims

•  Back oce policy administration for your sta and underwriters if required, 
       including full accounting, workflow and task management

•  Underwriting portal to deal with risks outside guide criteria eciently

••  Support for a wide range of payment gateways, real-time integration with Sage, 
       Datacash, Barclays, Paypal, Close Bros and Premium Credit

•  Transfers of existing books of business

•  Reconciliation & BDX generation

•  System admin, including users and roles/permissions 

•  Broker/Agent administration

•  Sophisticated versioning engine

••  Promotions and aliates

•  Comprehensive management information, reporting suite and real-time dashboards
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            Working with IS2 allowed Carrick Neill 
to create a smart, sophisticated, ecient 
and hassle-free online experience for our 
clients and also a back oce functionality 
to enable sta to handle the policy 
requirements. I cannot praise IS2 enough. 
Their agile approach and ‘can-do’ attitude 
is refreshing and very helpful. They could is refreshing and very helpful. They could 
not only keep up with the emerging 
requirements, but also understood our 
needs, were able to make useful 
suggestions and think ‘out of the box’. 
Their flexibility and commitment to 
understanding what we really needed 
made a big dierence and this project a made a big dierence and this project a 
resounding success.
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IS2 BROKER IN ACTION 

info@is2.co.uk             0121 728 1210

www.is2.co.uk

CMP for Hamilton Fraser
Direct channel and supporting back oce for major commercial lines insurer Hamilton Fraser.

https://quotes.cmpprofessionalindemnity.co.uk


